It’s always Sonny in Joon...

The elusive Sonny Joon has left his mark on a few cases, but we’ve yet to actually seen him in person. Sonny has appeared in various odd jobs around the world and he always leaves a clue behind to help Nancy solve the case. Who is this mysterious doodler with a hankering for Koko Kringle?

Sonny first appeared as Joanna Riggs’ assistant in Secret of the Scarlet Hand, and later in Danger by Design as an assistant to Minette. It appears that he was fired from both jobs due to his tendency to draw instead of completing his assigned tasks. Each time, his doodles can be found close at hand, poking fun at other characters and providing tips for various tasks. Yet the mysterious Sonny is never found at the scene...

His last known appearance was in The Phantom of Venice, spotted by reporter Helena Berg. She gave us a brief description of the faceless friend, “Glasses forever halfway down his nose... Compulsive doodler... Very observant, very smart, very hyper...” But just where will this alien obsessed artisan appear next? We’ll just have to wait and see, because you can never be too sure just where Sonny Joon will leave his mark.

Click here for an exclusive wallpaper from Sonny!

Check the ‘Dare to Play’ blog for more information about upcoming games and behind-the-scenes information. Nancy Drew: The White Wolf of Icicle Creek is now available for the Nintendo Wii, or try something new, with our casual mystery game; Nancy Drew Dossier: Lights, Camera, Curses!

Order online at www.HerInteractive.com or look for the games in all major retailers.

- Her Interactive Team -